Gluten-specific T cells are commonly found in small intestinal biopsies of patients but not in the biopsies from controls (1) (2) (3) (4) . Without exception, these T cells respond to gluten-derived peptides bound to the disease-associated HLA-DQ2 or HLA-DQ8 molecules (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) . In response, the T cells produce IFN-γ, which is presumed to induce tissue damage. Several glutenderived T cell-stimulatory peptides have now been characterized, and this work has also revealed a novel protein modification that can lead to the induction and/or enhancement of T cell-mediated immune responses (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) . This modification, the selective conversion of specific glutamine residues in gluten peptides into glutamic acid, is mediated by the enzyme tissue transglutaminase (tTG). The presence of acidic residues in the modified peptides helps explain the strong correlation between CD and HLA-DQ2/8, since these HLA-molecules bind preferentially to peptides with negative charges at characteristic positions ( Figures 1 and 2 , Table 1 ). Indeed, in the case of the three DQ2-specific gliadin epitopes identified thus far, T cell recognition is completely dependent on tTG transformation (3) (4) (5) . In contrast, the two known DQ8-specific epitopes, one gliadin-and one glutenin-derived, induce T cell proliferation as native peptides (1, 2, 6) . Transformation by tTG, however, results in strongly enhanced T cell recognition of the gliadin epitope (6) , while it has much less effect in the case of the glutenin epitope (2) .
Antibodies against gliadin and tTG are typically present in the sera of most patients (15, 16) and can be used for diagnostic purposes. The finding that tTG not only selectively modifies gluten peptides but is also a direct target of autoimmune antibodies is intriguing. In addition to its ability to modify gluten peptides, tTG is known to cross-link proteins via the formation of covalent bonds between lysine and glutamine amino acids. Sollid and colleagues have therefore proposed that tTG forms covalent complexes with gliadin, which could be internalized by tTG-specific B cells, leading to presentation of gliadin peptides in the HLA-DQ molecules on the B cell. Thus, gliadin-specific T cells would drive the production of tTG-specific antibodies (17) . It should be kept in mind, however, that the gliadin and tTG-specific antibodies themselves are not responsible for the disease symptoms, since these disappear rapidly upon withdrawal of gluten from the diet, whereas the antibodies persist much longer.
Genetics
The main evidence that genetic factors contribute to the development of CD comes from twin studies and the observation of familial clustering. The concordance rate for CD in monozygotic twins is estimated to be 75%, implying a large degree of heritability for CD (18) . Moreover, approximately 15% of children with CD have a first-degree relative with symptomatic CD. Given the recent demonstration of the frequent occurrence of asymptomatic CD (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) , this percentage may be substantially higher. The relative risk for CD (that is, the risk for a relative of an individual with CD compared with the population risk) is, therefore, at least 30.
Until recently, only one genetic factor had been identified as playing an important role in the development of CD, namely HLA-DQ, encoded by the MHC genes DQA1 and DQB on chromosome 6 (8, 9) . More than 90% of CD patients carry a combination of HLA-DQA1*0501 and HLA-DQB1*02 alleles, in either the cis or the trans configuration, and the gene products together form the HLA-DQ2 heterodimer. Most of the HLA-DQ2−negative CD patients carry the HLA-DQA1*03 and HLA-DQB1*0302 alleles, encoding the HLA-DQ8 heterodimer (8, 9) . This HLA association is now readily explained by the observation that the disease-associated HLA-DQ molecules present gluten peptides to T cells.
A hallmark of HLA-associated diseases, however, is that the HLA association alone is not sufficient to explain the occurrence of the disease; CD is no exception to this rule. In fact, only a small percentage of HLA-DQ2/8 carriers develop CD, and the HLA-DQ2/8 genotype accounts for approximately a four-to fivefold increased risk (19) (20) (21) . Therefore, additional genetic markers may predispose to disease development, and several studies have been carried out to elucidate the nature of such genes. Since HLA-DQ2 is carried on the DR3-DQ2 haplotype, which extends far beyond the HLA-DQ2 locus (22, 23) , it has been suggested that further loci within the MHC region itself may also be involved in CD. Although various loci from the MHC region have been investigated for their putative role in CD, these results have been difficult to interpret due to extensive linkage disequilibrium within this region. Because of this linkage disequilibrium, a direct association, which might reflect the biological effects of known polymorphisms, cannot be readily distinguished from an indirect association in which the identified polymorphism (i.e., a "hitchhiker") is close to an unidentified but functional polymorphism. A recent family-based study in type 1 diabetes, however, showed that statistical approaches can be developed that enable us to distinguish a true risk locus from a hitchhiker (24) . For CD, a similar approach has been followed by van Belzen et al. (25) , who have implicated the MICB gene as a potential candidate gene for CD (M.J. van Belzen and C. Wijmenga, unpublished results).
The human MHC region has now been sequenced completely (26) and all genes have been defined. We now know that the conserved CD haplotype contains classical class I, II, and III genes and other important immune response genes, many of which are potential Table 1 Peptide binding motifs of disease associated (DQA1*0501/B1*0201, DQA1*0301/B1*0302) and non-associated (DQA1*0201/B1*0202, DQA1*0301/B1*0302, DQA1*0301/B1*0303) alleles alongside the sequences of Cd-specific T cell-sensitizing gluten peptides
candidate genes for CD. It is expected that many more genetic studies will follow to investigate their roles in CD. However, to implicate additional risk loci and the effect of certain functional polymorphisms on CD, experimental studies will be needed in addition to genetic evidence. Secondary determinants, outside the HLA region, could exert still stronger effects on disease susceptibility. Based on the pathophysiology of CD, genes involved in the T cell immune response could potentially be considered as functional candidate genes for the disease. Association studies have, for example, been conducted between the gene encoding the cytotoxic T lymphocyte-associated protein-4 (CTLA-4) and CD. These studies, however, have yielded conflicting results, and so far the CTLA4 gene has not been implicated as a major risk factor for CD (27) (28) (29) .
In the absence of strong functional candidate genes, many research groups have conducted genome-wide scans. Due to the lack of a clear genetic model for CD (i.e., the lack of a clear inheritance pattern, disease gene frequency, or penetrance), the majority of these studies had to be conducted in affected pairs of siblings using so-called nonparametric analysis. Highly polymorphic markers are used to identify chromosomal regions in which affected sib pairs with CD show more allele sharing than expected by chance. However, despite a number of genome-wide screens, no additional susceptibility loci have been identified so far (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) .
Although all studies showed highly significant linkage to the HLA region on chromosome 6, the results of non-MHC loci were not extremely significant and still await replication in independent cohorts. There are several possibilities why these independent studies have not yet replicated each other's findings: First, most studies were based on a relatively small number of families or affected sib pairs. Second, since each of the studies to date examined individuals in different populations, any population-specific gene variants would not be confirmed from one another. Finally, differences in diagnostic criteria might have led to the mapping of diagnostic subtypes and obscured the evidence for common contributing genes.
Although no definitive results have been obtained with this approach to CD, evidence for additional predisposing genes has come from studies undertaken in other immune or autoimmune diseases. A recent study which compared 23 genome-wide screens showed that non-MHC loci clustered in a defined number of chromosomal loci in human autoimmune diseases (35) . These data suggest that there are shared genetic factors predisposing to autoimmunity and that more disease-specific genes exist. In this respect, it is particularly relevant to consider the search for type 1 diabetes genes. As in CD, the major genetic component maps to the HLA-DQA/B alleles (36) . A second type 1 diabetes−associated gene, which is far less important than the HLA locus, is the Insulin gene itself, in particular in its regulatory region, where a variable number of tandem repeat (VNTR) polymorphisms is linked to differences in insulin expression level. While one class of VNTR alleles, VNTRI, renders one susceptible to the disease relative to the general population, the VNTRI-II class of alleles confers resistance. A lower expression of insulin in the thymus and a higher expression of the hormone in the pancreas characterize the susceptibility class of alleles (37, 38) . This expression pattern may result in a limited tolerance induction to insulin and the susceptibility to type 1 diabetes associated with this class of alleles. The identification of CD susceptibility genes may likewise broaden our understanding of the specific and more general factors associated with autoimmune disorders.
The environment
The environment clearly plays a crucial role in the development of CD: No gluten, no disease! The characterization of a number of gluten-derived peptides that stimulate T cells
Figure 1
T cell receptor view of the α1β1 domain of the modeled structure of the HLA-DQA1*0501/B1*0201 (DQ2) complexed with the α-I gliadin peptide, one of the dominant epitopes in adult DQ2-restricted CD. The protein molecule is in solid surface representation with colors according to the surface electrostatic potential (gray, neutral; blue, positive; red, negative). The antigenic peptide residues are in van der Waals space filling form, while the few DQ residues shown are in stick representation (color convention: red, oxygen; blue, nitrogen; green, carbon; white, hydrogen). Anchor residues at p1 and p9 point into the plane of the paper and are thus not visible. Secondary structure elements of the DQ2 are also shown for orientation purposes: α-helix in red, β-pleated sheet in turquoise, and random coil in gray. A transparency function has been included so that the secondary structural elements of DQ2 and the peptide residues buried by DQ2 residues become slightly visible. DQ2 is unique among MHC II alleles as it contains β70Arg/β71Lys, a combination responsible for the preference of acidic residues at p4/p7. Also, positions β28 and β30 are occupied by serine residues and β37 by isoleucine (instead of Tyr for nearly all other DQB alleles), thus allowing ample space at p9 for the bulky and inflexible aromatic residues (here Tyr), the only DQ allele documented with this binding property to date. In this peptide, residue p6 has been transformed by tTG from Gln to Glu, making the peptide a better binder of DQ2 (3, 9, 39) . Homology modeling, based on the coordinates of DQ8-insulin B9-23 complex, kindly provided by Kon Ho Lee (40) , was performed via the program Discover II (MSI, San Diego, California, USA) and depiction on WebLabViewer 3.5 (MSI).
isolated from CD patients provides a mechanistic basis for this simple observation. In addition, although a particular gliadin sequence has been reported to be immunodominant in adult CD patients, several T cell-stimulatory gluten peptides have been found and there is evidence of many additional T cell-stimulatory peptides. We have also identified an immunogenic glutenin peptide, variants of which are found in several copies in glutenin. Similarly, variants of other T cell-stimulatory gluten sequences are often present in gluten, and it is becoming increasingly clear that gluten contains a relatively large number of T cell−stimulatory sequences. Because gluten is present in relatively large amounts in a variety of common food products, the daily gluten intake in a Western diet is high. In combination, we see that every HLA-DQ2-and/or -DQ8-positive individual is exposed to a large repertoire of immunogenic and abundant gluten peptides, and this may be an important factor determining disease development. There is, at present, no evidence linking additional environmental factors to CD.
Variability of CD presentation
Not only does CD develop in only a small percentage of HLA-DQ2/8-positive individuals, but the severity of the disease is quite variable, ranging from very severe in some patients to hardly noticeable or completely unnoticeable in others. In fact, several studies have indicated that many cases of undiagnosed CD occur due to the lack of complaints that can be linked to CD.
It is important to consider several aspects that are unique to CD and that distinguish it from the most common autoimmune diseases. First, the nature and the time when individuals first become exposed to the disease-inducing antigen is well known. In addition, due to the high exposure to immunogenic gluten peptides, gluten-specific T cell responses may be quite common, both in CD patients and in healthy subjects with the right HLA background. In fact, gliadin-specific IgG antibodies are found in healthy individuals as well as patients, an indication of gliadin-specific Th cell responses.
Why, then, do not all HLA-DQ2/8-positive individuals develop CD? Is there another environmental factor -besides gluten -involved, or is this due to unknown genetic factors that fail to regulate the gluten-specific immune response? Given the short time period between exposure to gluten and disease development, an environmental factor would have to be a very common pathogen, a possibility that is difficult to reconcile with the limited proportion of affected individuals carrying HLA-DQ2/8. We suggest that the existence of a number of additional predisposing genetic alleles, in addition to HLA-DQ2/8, provides a more likely explanation. When these additional susceptibility loci are present in an HLA-DQ2/8-positive individual, disease will almost certainly develop, since there is a failure to regulate the developing gluten-specific T cell response. Conversely, when these susceptibility genes are not present in HLA-DQ2/8-positive individuals, the T cell response will be properly regulated and no disease will develop. Consequently, the number of susceptibility loci and the number of the predisposing alleles at each of these loci might influence severity of the disease and provide an explanation for the observed variation in disease severity.
Based on the genome scans performed so far, there may be additional genetic loci involved in CD which each contribute only a little to the total genetic risk. If this scenario turns out to be true we will have to perform our genetic studies on much larger sample sizes. Given the high frequency of CD in most countries, it should be feasible to collect large numbers of pedigrees or affected sibling pairs. Uniform diagnostic criterialike the European Society for Pediatric Gastroenterology and Nutrition criteria -should also allow researchers to combine data sets in order to obtain larger cohorts. Alternatively, we may need to turn to other genetic strategies, such as genome-wide association studies. Once an interesting gene locus has been identified and replicated in an independent study, the appropriate gene and functional variants have to be identified. With the completion of the Human Genome Project, the process of positional cloning of the underlying gene can now be performed in silico and the most interesting genes -and their variants by virtue of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) -can be directly selected for further studies. Genetic epidemiological studies will be required to assess the relative risk associated with each gene variant. The presence of certain polymorphisms in causal genes may be useful in predicting vulnerability to the disease (for a relative in a celiac family), the clinical course of the dis-
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Figure 2
T cell receptor view of the α1β1 domain of DQA1*0301/B1*0302 (DQ8) complexed with the α-I gliadin peptide, identified as a DQ8-specific epitope (Table 1) . Color conventions and representations are as in Figure 1 . DQ8 is also unique in its preference for acidic residues at p1 and p9 (40−43) . These anchors also point into the plane of the paper and are not visible to the viewer. Four arginines around p1 (α49, α50, α52 [not shown], and α53) are responsible for the preference of an acidic residue at p1, and α76Arg is responsible for a similar preference at p9. The peptide shown here is the transformed gliadin peptide (p1/9Glu), which is recognized by the same T cell clone, but at a higher sensitivity than the native one (p1/9Gln) (1, 6, 9, 43) .
ease, the risk of complications, and maybe the response to therapy. Much of this research will depend on the study of the functional polymorphisms and gene variants detected by association studies using SNPs. Much new insight is also expected to be gained from new genomic and functional genomic approaches, such as cDNA microarray technology and proteomics, which will provide us with an extensive view of the complete transcriptome or proteome. Such studies will offer unique opportunities for obtaining valuable clues about the disease mechanisms by simultaneously monitoring the expression of a large number of human genes and their products during different stages of disease pathology.
Additionally, a comprehensive understanding of the magnitude and diversity of the gluten-specific T cell response is needed. The present studies on the specificity of the gluten response have all been carried out with adult patients and may not be representative for the response early in disease development. Studies to determine the specificity of the response in young CD patients are therefore under way, and these may shed more light on the nature of disease-inducing T cell responses. Moreover, the use of HLA-tetramers will give detailed insight into the magnitude of the T cell response to the various gluten peptides, information which may be crucial for the rational design of alternative intervention protocols and the selection of less toxic wheat strains.
Prospects for a healthy life
Clearly, the recent advances in CD research have improved our understanding of the factors causing disease, but can this be translated into better prevention or the development of a cure for the disease? The identification of genes playing an important role in CD will ultimately open new ways for disease diagnosis, prognosis, prevention, and therapy. With the genes in hand, we should be able to study the complex interplay between the different genes, as well as between genes and environmental factors, and provide a platform for experimental studies to decipher the pathways involved in the disease process. This knowledge will be essential for developing new immunological or pharmacological treatment strategies.
The development of an alternative cure, however, is still a long way off. In general, it will be very difficult to induce oral tolerance to gluten when oral tolerance could not be established in the first place. This is further complicated by the fact that disease is usually diagnosed only upon the development of severe symptoms and an advanced T cell response to gluten. There is also no easy way to block an existing T cell response to gluten. While immunosuppressive drugs have such serious side effects that they cannot be used, more specific agents might be considered. Unfortunately, the altered peptide ligand approach, which is intended to block peptide-specific T cell responses, has generally been unsuccessful. Other potential interventions may become possible, however, when additional genes have been identified that play a role in CD development.
The prospects for better prevention are more hopeful. Obviously, with the identification of T cell-stimulatory gluten peptides, it may be possible to develop wheat strains free of those sequences, although this change might alter the properties of the gluten and make the wheat less suited for its normal applications. The identification of additional risk markers will help to discriminate between individuals at risk and those not at risk, especially in families with a CD history, information that would have a strong impact on prevention.
